
 

PRICES 

 

High Season 

- From 1st July to 31st August 

-  Christmas and New Year's Eve 

 

Daily apartment prices: min 100 euros - max 250 euros 

Weekly apartment prices: min 650 euros - max 1350 euros 

 

 

Mid Season  

- From 10 to 30 June 

- From 1st to 20th September 

- Easter, April 25 and May 1, November 1-2 

 

Daily apartment prices: min 70 euros - max 190 euros 

Weekly apartment prices: min 490 euros - max 1090 euros 

 

 

Low Season  
- From April 1st to June 9th 

- From September 21 to December 8 

 

Daily apartment prices: min 60 euros - max 150 euros 

Weekly apartment prices: min 360 euros - max 890 euros 

 

 

 

All prices are per room or apartment, not per person. 

Checkin from 16:00, checkout by 11:00 

 

 



 

 

Services Included 

* Consumption of water, electricity and gas for kitchen use 

* Final cleaning of the room or apartment. 

* Use of the swimming pool and sunbed or deck chairs 

* Weekly linen change 

* Private parking inside the property 

* Use of the external barbecue 

* The children's play area can be used in complete freedom 

* Inside the reception you will find information material and a corner dedicated to the typical products of our company. 

 

 

 

Extra Services 

* Italian breakfast: 7 € per person per day 

* Cot supplement: € 20 per stay 

* Extra single bed supplement: € 20 per night and € 100 per week including linen 

* In the Low Season the cost for heating is excluded from the price: 

(€ 30 per night for the Dolce Agogia, € 15 per night for the San Felice, € 10 per night for Leccino, Muraiolo and Frantoio) 

* Any changes or extra-weekly cleaning are to be paid separately 

* Tasting of typical products of our farm 

* Barbecue wood for a fee 

 

 

 

Discounts and Promotions 

10% discount for the second week. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Terms of Payment 

We accept payment by VISA and MASTERCARDS credit card, 

prepaid cards, debit cards and cash, we do not accept checks. 

The balance can be paid on arrival, any extras will be counted on departure. 

 

To confirm the reservation we require a 50% deposit 

of the amount due by bank transfer to the following coordinates: 

IBAN: IT44P0306903107100000004121 

BIC CODE: BCITITMM - Banca Intesa - Via Settevalli, 131 / D - Perugia PG 

Owner: Casali del Toppello 

  

CORONAVIRUS UPDATE 

Following the provisions of Law Decree no. 18 of 17/03/2020, art. 88, regarding the use of residence contracts, we inform all 

customers that the advance payments made as a deposit for all bookings confirmed in the period starting from the decree until 

the effective date of the measures envisaged, in the event of impossibility to make transfers or impossibility of opening on our 

part, they will be converted into vouchers of the same amount to be spent in the living room at our facility expiring on 

31/12/2021. 


